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Unions call for Bay CE SchoolUnions call for Bay CE School
cost-cutting plan to be scrappedcost-cutting plan to be scrapped

Questions over rationale for proposals that could see 15 jobs axed at Sandown schoolQuestions over rationale for proposals that could see 15 jobs axed at Sandown school

Trade unions have joined forces to challenge cost-cutting plans at The Bay CE School on the Isle ofTrade unions have joined forces to challenge cost-cutting plans at The Bay CE School on the Isle of
Wight which could see up to 15 jobs axed.Wight which could see up to 15 jobs axed.

GMB, Unison, NASUWT and NEU UNIONS are concerned following the resumption of budget-slashingGMB, Unison, NASUWT and NEU UNIONS are concerned following the resumption of budget-slashing
consultation meetings.consultation meetings.

The Bay, which took over the former Academies Enterprise Trust, Sandown Bay Academy, hasThe Bay, which took over the former Academies Enterprise Trust, Sandown Bay Academy, has
developed proposals which raise more questions than give answers, the GMB says.developed proposals which raise more questions than give answers, the GMB says.

https://www.gmb.org.uk/news/search?&issue=35
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The proposed changes could see up to 15 jobs axed, with remaining staff suffering detrimental changesThe proposed changes could see up to 15 jobs axed, with remaining staff suffering detrimental changes
to their working hours and other terms and conditions.to their working hours and other terms and conditions.

Adrian Baker, GMB Union Regional OrganiserAdrian Baker, GMB Union Regional Organiser

Meanwhile the academy’s financial statements are a mess, GMB says. Staffing costs are down as moreMeanwhile the academy’s financial statements are a mess, GMB says. Staffing costs are down as more
than 100% of budget, whereas they were previously 74% with staff numbers down since then.than 100% of budget, whereas they were previously 74% with staff numbers down since then.

Other figures are out of date and in some instances, don’t match detail by the employer onOther figures are out of date and in some instances, don’t match detail by the employer on
Government websites.Government websites.

Unions are requesting that the process be scrapped and a fresh review of all financial detail andUnions are requesting that the process be scrapped and a fresh review of all financial detail and
potential impacts made.potential impacts made.

A joint letterA joint letter to be submitted to governors says unions are unanimous in calling for a new, fully to be submitted to governors says unions are unanimous in calling for a new, fully
comprehensive consultation document to be created, as it is strongly felt last year’s paper is notcomprehensive consultation document to be created, as it is strongly felt last year’s paper is not
appropriate, with many changes to staffing levels during the past 12 months.appropriate, with many changes to staffing levels during the past 12 months.

Adrian Baker, GMB Union Regional Organiser, said:Adrian Baker, GMB Union Regional Organiser, said:

“The strength of feeling of the staff on this matter is quite extraordinary. They feel that above all else, the“The strength of feeling of the staff on this matter is quite extraordinary. They feel that above all else, the
pupils and the wider community will suffer as a result of these changes due to a heavily increasedpupils and the wider community will suffer as a result of these changes due to a heavily increased
workload leaving less time available to both fulfil their roles to the best of their ability, and support theworkload leaving less time available to both fulfil their roles to the best of their ability, and support the
most important part of any school, the pupils.most important part of any school, the pupils.

“All unions have concerns relating to the figures given, the impact of the cuts on safeguarding, health“All unions have concerns relating to the figures given, the impact of the cuts on safeguarding, health
and safety and morale at the school, as well as the impact on young people within the community.and safety and morale at the school, as well as the impact on young people within the community.

"There has been a stop-start mechanism to this process due to the pandemic and all unions involved"There has been a stop-start mechanism to this process due to the pandemic and all unions involved
believe that a fresh approach needs to be taken with a review of the proposals, an impact assessmentbelieve that a fresh approach needs to be taken with a review of the proposals, an impact assessment
on all roles going forward and that an updated set of figures be presented by the employer.”on all roles going forward and that an updated set of figures be presented by the employer.”

A Bay School employee, who asked to remain anonymous, said:A Bay School employee, who asked to remain anonymous, said:

[Staff] feel that above all else, the pupils and the wider community will suffer as a result[Staff] feel that above all else, the pupils and the wider community will suffer as a result
of these changes due to a heavily increased workload leaving less time available to bothof these changes due to a heavily increased workload leaving less time available to both
fulfil their roles to the best of their ability, and support the most important part of anyfulfil their roles to the best of their ability, and support the most important part of any
school, the pupils.school, the pupils.

““

https://www.gmb.org.uk/sites/default/files/BAY-LETTER_GOVENORS.pdf
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“The consultation is being based on other secondary school models and not on our school or how it will“The consultation is being based on other secondary school models and not on our school or how it will
operate under the staffing mechanism of others.operate under the staffing mechanism of others.

“We are dealing with an old school spread over three buildings, students from poor, vulnerable homes,“We are dealing with an old school spread over three buildings, students from poor, vulnerable homes,
higher rates of mental health problems after covid, more behaviour problems after covid, futurehigher rates of mental health problems after covid, more behaviour problems after covid, future
building works, rooms not fit for purpose, large class sizes, teachers teaching many subjects and theybuilding works, rooms not fit for purpose, large class sizes, teachers teaching many subjects and they
should be taking all of these things into consideration.should be taking all of these things into consideration.

“I am appalled by the treatment of the staff over the past few years. We had the news of the“I am appalled by the treatment of the staff over the past few years. We had the news of the
consultation previously which was stressful and upsetting with it then being put on hold as we wereconsultation previously which was stressful and upsetting with it then being put on hold as we were
thrown into covid.thrown into covid.

“It saddens me that the very people who are potentially being made redundant or loosing pay are the“It saddens me that the very people who are potentially being made redundant or loosing pay are the
very people who kept the school going throughout all the lockdowns. The very staff who have been invery people who kept the school going throughout all the lockdowns. The very staff who have been in
for the children at their own risk, and many caught covid themselves. The very people who testedfor the children at their own risk, and many caught covid themselves. The very people who tested
thousands of students and staff with less protection than the NHS. Only now to be treated like this:thousands of students and staff with less protection than the NHS. Only now to be treated like this:
shown the door or forced to do the same job or joint roles for less money.shown the door or forced to do the same job or joint roles for less money.

“I am genuinely worried about the safety, the level of education and the happiness of our students if this“I am genuinely worried about the safety, the level of education and the happiness of our students if this
goes ahead. If they took away one member of the leadership team it would pay for 4fourof us, who aregoes ahead. If they took away one member of the leadership team it would pay for 4fourof us, who are
on the floor helping run the school.on the floor helping run the school.

“I'm so fed up with them putting money above safety, well-being, education, support and community.”“I'm so fed up with them putting money above safety, well-being, education, support and community.”
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